
METHODS OF TRANSFERRING ROTATIONAL ENERGY TO A 
WOODEN OBJECT. 

 
A basic challenge for turning is to, somehow, efficiently transfer the rotational energy of 
the headstock spindle to the workpiece. This could be a discussion (with 
demonstrations) of methods and hardware, such as: 
 
1. Face Plate and Misc– how big and what size screws, hex head machine screws.  - 

DAVE DUDNEY 
What size for varrious size bowls 
Bowl Driver (Al Stirt)  

 Taps to thread wood of fixtures 
 Morris Taper  

 
 
2. Drives Between Centers. (why choose one type rather than another and how do you 
choose the appropriate size; should 2-prong centers be set in the wood with or cross 
grain; other pointers on drive centers). Include specialty drives like pen mandrels. – 
DAVE DUDNEY 

4 prong 
2 prong 
steb centers 
Oneway Safe Center 
Big bite 
Pen Mandrel 
Live Center and it’s variations (Threaded pieces, rubber chucky ). 
Rubber Chucky 
etc. 
 

3. Glue blocks and adhesives what's their advantage and what are their limitations – 
JOHN SCHLUETER 

hot melt glue 
CA Glue 
double sided tape (Turners tape vs carpet tape) 

 
4. Friction drives - JOHN SCHLUETER 
 In reverse chucking 

Cones used in narrow mouth vessels 
Cylinder with Cushion, gripped in a chuck to hold the bowl while the bottom is 
being cleaned up. 
Expansion Chuck. (Rubber hole plug used in Plumbing) 

  Jam chucks and how they are made . 
 
5. Chucks and their strengths and limitations.  - DAVE BERINGER 

screw chucks 
scroll chucks 
 Various types and their Jaws including Cole Jaws 
Longworth Chuck 
Donut Chucks  
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collet chucks 
drill chucks 

 
6. Vacuum Chucking -  DAVE BERINGER 
 Basics of how it works. 
 Selection of chuck size for a given turning 
 How to use the vacuum chuck, centering, etc. 
   
  
On all of the topics, we should include any special SAFETY issues, such as securing the 
jaws in a scroll chuck, using the tail stock whenever possible, and that not all double 
sided tape is created equal.  
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